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SUMMARY
It is apparent that physics and numerics are strongly linked in every serious undertaking in computational mechanics. This is in particular pronounced when the matter of study excels through a very
sophisticated, even sometimes tricky physical behavior. Such a delicate characteristic is the trademark
of shell structures, which are the most often used structural components in nature and technology.
This outstanding position in the hierarchy of all structures is due to their curvature allowing to carry
transverse loading in an optimal way by in-- plane membrane actions, despite an often extreme slenderness. As typical for optimized systems their performance might be on the one hand excellent, but
can also be extremely sensitive to certain parameter changes on the other hand. This prima donna like
mechanical behavior with all its sensitivities is of course carried over to any numerical scheme. In
other words it is a fundamental precondition to understand the principle features of the load carrying
mechanisms of shells before designing and applying any numerical formulation.
The present study addresses this peculiar interrelation between physics and numerics. At first
typical characteristics of shell structures are described; this include their benefits but also their extreme sensitivities. In the second part these aspects are reflected on related computational models and
numerical procedures. This discussion is carried through a number of selected problems and examples.
It need to be said that the paper is the outcome of a general plenary lecture addressing fundamental aspects rather than concentrating on a specific formulation or numerical scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Consequences of the Extreme Slenderness
Shell structures are the most often used structural elements in nature and technology. The outstanding success is due to the curvature allowing a thin shell to carry
transversal loading primarily by inplane action. As a consequence shell structures can
be designed with an extreme slenderness leading to a high efficiency often simultaneously satisfying also a shel(l)ter function. The underlying concept has for example
been exploited by the small scale building blocks of nature, namely the cells, prestressed by turgor pressure. But it is also carried over to macroscopic natural structures like blood vessels, bones, petals or egg and nut shells. The ancient master builders were aware of the magnificent load carrying features of shells when they designed
and built large scale vault structures like the Roman Pantheon still existing today.
Modern technology makes use of the shell principle in innumerable applications like
pipes, containments, cooling towers, membrane roofs, aircraft fuselages or car bodies,
to mention only a few, and our daily life is full of smaller and larger shells structures.
Even flat structures like thin plates become shells once they are highly deformed and
express their physical behavior in a shell--like response.
The extreme slenderness of most shell structures which could also be denoted as
“geometrical anisotropy” leads to a specific structural response. Here we realize the
already mentioned high capacity and efficiency but also an extreme sensitivity sometimes leading to an almost chaotic behavior typical for optimized structures. These
controversial features are built in physical characteristics and not only consequences
of the applied computational model. But these extreme sensitivities caused by the
slenderness of the curved thin--walled structure carry over to the computational treatment. In other words, physics and numerics are in particular interrelated for shell
structures. Therefore it is of utmost importance to know the physical characteristics
before developing numerical schemes or applying computational tools to these delicate
structures.
Some examples for this interrelation between physics and numerics may underline
this special situation of shells, in particular when they are very thin with anisotropic
stiffness distribution and low mass. Loads need to be carried primarily by membrane
action whereas bending, in particular inextensional deformations, are detrimental; the
situation may be opposite if the deformability is going to be exploited. The extreme
ratio of membrane and shear to bending stiffness magnifies the well known locking
phenomena, caused by insufficiencies of trial functions in low order finite element
displacement models. A similar situation arises when three--dimensional effects are to
be modeled; here the differences between the in--plane and out--of--plane stiffnesses
may cause severe numerical sensitivities, e.g. for iterative equation solvers or in dynamics. Other examples are sensitivities of the buckling process with respect to geometrical imperfections or the numerical difficulties of staggered schemes during the
interaction of incompressible fluids and very thin structures.
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1.2. Objective
The present paper is an outcome of a plenary lecture addressing per definition a
general theme rather than a specific computational theory of numerical technique.
Here we focus on the peculiarities of shell structures and the consequences of their
extreme slenderness in the computational environment. Thus the main objective is to
lighten up the interrelation between the delicate mechanical behavior of shells on the
one hand and the related numerical models on the other hand. By the related computational environment we mean all the challenges that research and applications in computational mechanics and computational methods in applied sciences are nowadays
confronted with. It is within this environment where shell formulations, numerical
methods and solutions schemes have to proof their excellence. These challenges are
for example the simulation of multifield problems like fluid--structure interaction,
multiscale analyses, ultimate load analyses and nonlinear dynamics, structural optimization, error estimation, model and discretization adaptivity, and large scale problems along with parallel and efficient solution strategies. Some of them have also been
selected for this contribution.
The paper addresses in the first part typical features of shell structures, i.e. their
characteristic mechanical behavior. These are the principal load carrying phenomena,
the influence of the slenderness, their benefits and their sensitivities. In the second
part these distinct characteristics are reflected on the sensitive reaction of related computational models and numerical procedures. This context is exemplarily discussed
through a number of selected topics and numerical examples. Here the important role
of the initial geometry is investigated within the concept of structural optimization.
Another item is the correct asymptotic behavior of a shell formulation which is
stressed here in relation to an enhanced three--dimensional shell model. Next, the
influence of the material failure on the shell response is a further relevant aspect. The
extreme stiffness differences within the shell body have major consequences in structural dynamics. The sensitivity with respect to initial geometrical imperfections leading to premature buckling failure is a well--known phenomenon which is a classical
example of the present subject. Finally, the paper addresses the effect of the low
mass/high stiffness ratio typical for membranes and shells in the context of fluid-structure interaction.
The aim of the paper is to make the reader aware that it is absolutely mandatory
to understand the physics of shells structures before designing a computational approach or before the results of any numerical scheme can be evaluated and judged.

2. SHELL STRUCTURES

2.1. Load Carrying Behavior
In order to better understand the sophisticated behavior of shell structures we will
first shed some light on the principal shell phenomena. Leaving aside the higher order
effects and concentrating on the main load carrying phenomena membrane action and
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bending are the basic mechanisms in shell structures. It is apparent that an extreme
load carrying capacity can be achieved when the design allows the shell to be in a
membrane state where every fiber in the body is equally strained (and in the elastic
regime also equally stressed). Contrary to this a bending state is usually unfavorable,
a situation which becomes worse when the shell thickness decreases. This bending
dominant regime is accompanied by large mid--surface inextensional deformations. On
the other hand this kinematic feature may in certain cases be a desired mode, e.g. for
the unfolding of membranes like tents or airbags where the low stiffness is an essential precondition.
Let us look at some classical examples, still in the linear range. In the spherical cap
example, Figure 1, different load carrying mechanisms are activated only through difmax m = 1.0
bending
edge effect

(a)

clamped

max m = 0.0

(b)

membrane support

max m = 35.3

(c)

concentrated support
inextensional deformations

Figure 1. Principal shell phenomena: (a) clamped shell: membrane + bending; (b) membrane
supported shell: membrane dominant; (c) 2--point supported shell: bending dominant.

ferent boundary conditions. The colours in Figure 1 indicate the distribution of bending moments. To show dominating effects the meridional moments are displayed in
Figure 1(a) and the circumferential moments are displayed in Figure 1(c), respectively.
The results are given for a half spherical shell without edge beam under dead load
with a radius to thickness ratio of 300. The load is chosen so that the maximum
moment for the first case is normalized to one and the other cases are referred to this
value. The clamped shell essentially carries the load by membrane action but exhibits
the typical boundary layer effect with moderate bending due to the geometrical
constraint. The membrane supported shell shows no bending whereas the point supported shell leads to inextensional deformations with substantial bending moments and
large stresses.
The evolution of the three fractions of the entire strain energy Wtot for membrane,
transverse shear and bending actions with respect to a decreasing slenderness is shown
for the clamped shell in Figure 2 along with some distributions of the respective energy fractions. Clearly the diminishing edge effect can be observed reducing the bending eventually to a tiny boundary layer effect. As consequence bending and membrane
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Figure 2. Evolution of strain energy fractions for clamped spherical shell

energy interchange their dominance. It needs to be said that the diagram represents
only relative rather than absolute values.
As second example we like to refer to an almost historical but still interesting study
by Dischinger [1]. It shows how elementary geometrical parameters and the wave
number of the external load can completely change the ratio of membrane to bending
action. A cylindrical shell with a radius to thickness ratio of 290 has been analyzed
in [1]. The structure is subjected to a pressure sine load in axial direction and a cosine
variation with a wave number m in hoop direction. As can be easily seen in Figure 3
p = p^ cos mφ sin πx
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Figure 3. Membrane vs. bending action for a cylindrical shell under a sinus load with different
cosine waves in hoop direction

the longer the cylinder and the larger m the more bending action is involved.
The third example addresses the initial curvature which is another key quantity
characterizing the load carrying behavior of shells. Figure 4 shows both the (inextensional) deformations and the von Mises stresses on the shell surface for three different
shells. The concentrated loading in all three cases is the same but the Gaussian curva-
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Figure 4. Curvature influence on load carrying behavior
(deformations and von Mises stresses)

ture À is negative, zero and positive, respectively. The stress plots directly portend to
the corresponding characteristics known from the analysis of hyperbolic (two real
characteristics), parabolic (one real characteristic) or elliptic (no real characteristic)
partial differential equations.
2.2. The Prima Donna of Structures
The few examples given above demonstrate already the distinct influence of key
parameters like initial geometry, slenderness, kind of loading, boundary conditions etc.
on the principal load carrying behavior. We will see that slight variations of these
parameters may drastically change the structural response. It was this capricious character that the shell has been termed the Prima Donna of structures by the first author
several years ago [2]. This indicates that the performance of shells very much depends
on how it is designed and how it is treated, or to phrase it in more colloquial words:
A shell can be in a “good mood” or in a “bad mood”. The mechanical characteristic
of shells allows an optimal ratio of stiffness to weight which makes it the first choice
for extremely light weight and wide--spanned structures with a large load carrying
capacity. This presupposes a membrane oriented design with a minimum of bending
allowing the shell to be an optimal structure with high efficiency.
The two examples shown in Figure 5 demonstrate this excellent performance. The
left side shows a little experiment by the Swiss engineer Heinz Isler who is the master
builder of over 1500 reinforced concrete shells. The picture shows the different load
carrying capacity when the same amount of material is used to design a shell on the
one hand and a flat slab on the other hand. On the right side of the figure the famous
CNIT exhibition hall at La Defense in Paris is shown, designed by the French engineer Nicolas Esquilan in 1957/58, which is supposed to be the largest RC shell roof
in the world with a span of 218 m.
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Figure 5. Examples for excellent performance of shell structures (”Good Mood”)

However, as typical for optimized systems, a shell can be extremely sensitive to
imperfections in geometry, boundary conditions, loading etc. and react almost
“chaotic” if it is poorly designed. This feature is in particular pronounced when it
comes to buckling or when bending becomes dominant. The two examples shown in
Figure 6 demonstrate situations when shells are poorly designed. The left side shows
Ferry Bridge, UK

Oil Tank, USA

Figure 6. Examples for poor performance of shell structures (”Bad Mood”)

a typical steel oil tank which buckled under wind when it was empty. No upper edge
beam was added eventually leading to this failure. The second example on the right
side of Figure 6 shows the set of RC cooling towers in Ferry Bridge, UK, which
collapsed in 1965 during a storm. It turned out that the lack of upper edge beams, the
reduction to only one midsurface reinforcement layer, i.e. no bending reinforcement,
and the tunneling effect of the wind between neighbored cooling towers were major
causes for the failure.
Further examples in the same direction are given in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The
Kresge Auditorium at the MIT designed by the famous Finish/American architect
Eero Saarinen and built in 1955 is a RC shell, shaped as a spherical segment, three
point supported with a span of 48 m and a thickness of 8.9 cm which is increased
near the edge beams up to 14 cm. When they started to lower the scaffolding after
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Figure 7. Poorly designed RC shells: Kresge Auditorium, MIT (left)
and Congress Hall, Berlin (right).

concreting, the shell almost came down and had to be supported by many mullions on
all three facade sides. It can be shown that the spherical shape does not at all allow
the shell to be in a membrane state, i.e. even for the main loading condition of dead
load substantial bending is present resulting in cracking and even corrosion of the
reinforcement, see the situation near the support in Figure 7. In [3] it had been shown
by shape and thickness optimization and consecutive ultimate load analyses that a
different geometry leads to a design with very little bending even if no edge beams
are introduced.
The second example in Figure 7 shows the HP shell of the Berlin Congress Hall
which partly collapsed in 1980 after a portion of the prestressing tendons failed by
corrosion [4]. Again a poor design of the original structure caused the sudden failure.
Although the construction looked like a real surface oriented shell the main reinforcement by the already mentioned tendons was only unidirectional not allowing the structure to exhibit its two dimensional shell behavior. Shortly after the collapse the congress hall was rebuilt based on a sound shell--like design.
The two cylindrical metal structures, depicted in Figure 8, almost collapsed by
buckling. The huge silo in Germany (left picture) represents the lower part of the
structure after initial loading; the substantial compression in this area yielded the almost ideal diamond shaped buckling pattern known from many experiments in the
elastic range. In the right picture a buckled wine container exposed to sloshing by
earthquake excitation can be seen. The two examples demonstrate the sensitivity of
these thin--walled structures under excessive compressive forces.
The prima donna like behavior of shell structures has been perfectly described by
C.R. Steele [5]: “The thin shell is an intriguing device with many contradictions.
Compared to flat plate and beam structures, great material savings are possible. On
the other hand, the potential for great catastrophes is always present.” And: “A requirement for a well--posed problem of mathematical physics is that the solution be
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Wine Container, Japan
Silo, Germany

Figure 8. Failure by buckling

continuously dependent upon the parameters. On the other hand ... the change in the
solution because of a small change in the parameters can be quite large.”
So let us further underline this delicate characteristic by two classical examples.
The objective of a sound design of concrete structures is not only based on a membrane oriented solution; tension has to be avoided as far as possible. Gould has in [6]
pointed out a complete sign change of the compressive hoop forces of a hyperbolic
cooling tower under dead load when a small geometrical imperfection in form of a
local axisymmetric bulge with a maximum deviation of 50 percent of the wall thickness with respect to the perfect geometry occurs. This observation is verified by a
linear elastic finite element analysis in Figure 9 where this small, hardly visible devi23.6 m
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Figure 9. Geometrical deviation of initial geometry for cooling tower
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axial load P [N]

ation leads to tension in hoop direction. Thus it is mandatory to include this possibility in the layout of the steel reinforcement of the shell.
Buckling of thin cylindrical shells under uniform axial compression is a “classical”
phenomenon intensively investigated by experiments in the past; see the experimental
results of a thin Mylar cylinder tested by M. Esslinger [7] in Figure 10. Two impor(one tier n=6)
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Figure 10. Experimental buckling investigation by M. Esslinger [7]

tant phenomena can be recognized from the load displacement diagram. Firstly, the
theoretical buckling load of the perfect shell is by far not reached due to small geometrical imperfections, resulting in a considerable knock--down factor of the ideal
buckling load. The shell turns out to be rather “phony” not at all reaching its seemingly high buckling load (compared to plate structures). Secondly, the structure under
displacement control snaps down to a low post--buckling value and reduces the wave
number of the buckling mode (mode jumping) during increasing loading. The buckling itself is a highly dynamic process which can be verified by an elastic dynamic
analysis (Figure 11). The axially loaded specimen (similar to that of Figure 10) used
for this displacement controlled analysis with dimensions r/h=393 is made out of
Mylar and has a static critical buckling load of 1345 N. A perfect and an imperfect
geometry which corresponds to the buckling mode with a deviation of 5 and 50 percent of the wall thickness is assumed (the snapshots in Figure 11 are taken from the
50% imperfection simulation). Again the considerable imperfection sensitivity and the
mode jumping process can be recognized also in the analysis.
It is well known that an increasing symmetry of an optimized system like a shell
structure also increases the parameter sensitivity. Buckling is a typical example. Experimental failure loads p cr
real of clamped spherical caps under uniform pressure
normalized to the buckling load of the perfect structure p cr
ideal are plotted versus a
geometrical parameter κ indicating the slenderness of the shell in Figure 12. The enormous scatter of the results demonstrates the almost unpredictable response. This special case is the outcome of a super--symmetry where symmetry breaking through bifurcation leads to an extreme imperfection sensitivity. Here we have a geometrical
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Figure 12. Buckling of spherical caps under uniform pressure

point symmetry, uniform loading, ideal boundary conditions and (besides the edge
bending effect) a homogeneous membrane stress state, uniformly distributed along the
structure and across the thickness.
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2.3. Consequence of Extreme Slenderness
Let us summarize the essential features of thin shell structures, Figure 13. The
low mass

big stiffness differences

high stiffness
(membrane, shear, through
thickness...)

low stiffness
(bending)

high ”inextensible”
flexibility (folding)

high modes

extreme conditioning
parameter sensitivity
potential symmetries (geometry, load, boundary conditions, stress state ...)
Figure 13. Features of thin shells

extreme slenderness incorporates big stiffness differences combined with a low mass.
Thus we have high stiffnesses due to membrane, shear and through--thickness effects
on the one hand and a low bending stiffness on the other hand allowing a high “inextensible” flexibility. This even might be exploited when folding is asked for, but
makes a lot of trouble for the load carrying behavior. The big stiffness differences
may lead to an extreme parameter sensitivity, magnified by potential symmetries in
geometry, load, boundary conditions, stress state etc. and are heavily influenced by
further parameters like material parameters. The combination of high stiffness and low
mass leads to the existence of high modes which in turn may play a dominant role in
structural dynamics and multifield problems.
3. CONSEQUENCES IN COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Interrelation between physics and numerics
So far we have discussed the characteristic and delicate mechanical performance of
thin shell structures. It is apparent that this has some reflections on the structural
models and the related numerical procedures; in other words, appropriate consequences in the computational environment have to be taken.
Computational mechanics is more than just an accumulation of different building
stones from disciplines like mathematics, material science, computer science, mechanics, scientific computing etc. And this is true even if these individual building blocks
are among the best as what the respective market has to offer. Computational struc-
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tural mechanics is also more than just the highest level of sophistication of models at
the integration or material point level. Understanding the overall actual physical phenomena and the incorporation of this knowledge into the respective computational
approaches is of vital importance for every serious undertaking in this field. One
reason for this is that in most cases the physical behavior in one way or the other
carries over to numerics. Physical sensitivities can by no means be tackled only by
so--called robust numerical solutions. Those are necessary but not sufficient.
For situations where structures are involved this means that the interplay between
load carrying behavior and structural phenomena on the one hand and models, numerical and computational approaches on the other hand must be in our focus. And as we
already illustrated shells are the most complicated and sophisticated structural models.
In the sequel the interrelation between physical phenomena and numerics will be
lighted up through a number of selected topics and examples rather than by a mere
abstract presentation. This will include the influences of geometry, shell modeling,
material response, extreme stiffness differences in dynamics, geometrical imperfections and the low ratio of mass to stiffness in the context of fluid--structure interaction.
It should be straight forward to the reader to transfer the gained insight to other areas
of interest.
3.2. Influence of shell geometry
3.2.1. Formfinding principles
The important role of the shape of a dome or vault has already concerned the
classical master builders, although most of the shell structures up to the Renaissance
were shaped by geometrical considerations and the construction taking care of the
mechanics were based on heuristic, handed down rules with a lot of experience. We
have to keep in mind that the building materials in these times had exclusively low or
no tension capacities like the “opus caementitium” of the Romans and different kinds
of masonry. It was the famous Robert Hooke (1635 - 1702), experimentator of the
Royal Society, newly founded in his days, known for his elastic spring law “ut tensio
sic vis” (Figure 14), who also asked his contemporaries in the years 1670/75 about the
optimum shape of a masonry arch. His Latin phrase, laid out in an anagram (as it was
with the spring law), became known as the “riddle of arch” ([8], [9]). Its solution, see
Figure 14, means literally translated: “How the flexible chain hangs, the inverted rigid
arch stays”.
This inverted hanging model principle became a basic ingredient of vault and
roof designs up to the present time. It reduces the formfinding process to a natural
process leading automatically to a bending free result with pure compression, ideally
suited for no or low tension material like masonry or concrete. R. Hooke had contact
to Sir Christopher Wren, the master builder of St. Paul Cathedral in London, who
designed the main load carrying structure of the dome by a conical slightly curved
shell due to the heavy lantern load at the top (Figure 15). The hanging model concept
has been applied later on for example by Poleni for his experimental investigation of
the thrust--line of St. Peter in Rome, by Rondelet for the center vault of the church St.
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Figure 14. Robert Hooke, the inverted hanging model principle and
Poleni’s experiment for St. Peter, Rome

Rondelet 1790
Pantheon, Paris

Frei Otto 1958
St. Louis
C. Wren ~1700
St. Paul, London

Gaudi 1899
Colonia Güell
Poleni 1748
St. Peter, Rom

Isler ~1970,
Switzerland

Figure 15. Application of hanging model principle (hanging models shown upside down)

Genevieve in Paris which became the French Pantheon during the French Revolution
and also by Gaudi for several structures like the vault of the Colonia Güell and the
Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, for which the hanging model has been remodelled
recently. The concept has also been applied by the designers of modern concrete
shells, see the experiments by F. Otto and H. Isler, reproduced in Figure 15.
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Isler [10] extensively applied this formfinding concept using for example hanging
fabric models; their emerging shapes (Figure 16) have the bias of the underlying fab-

0˚∕90˚
experiment by H. Isler

fiber orientation
 45˚

optimization

Figure 16. Fabric hanging model -- experiment (top left) and simulation (right) and
optimization as formfinding approaches

ric and fiber orientation and depend apparently on the one form defining load case,
here the dead load; furthermore the hanging fabric may show some wrinkles not
appropriate in the final design. However, this concept has been extremely successful
over the years.
3.2.2. Shape optimization
An alternative and more general concept for the formfinding of these natural
shapes is the application of shape and thickness optimization (see also remark on
Kresge Auditorium in chapter 2.2.). The objective “minimum of the total strain energy” combined with constraints in stresses (no tension!) reduce the bending energy
during the form modification eventually leading to a membrane oriented design with
pure compression (Figure 16, bottom left).
In analogy to the Isler shell in Bex, Switzerland, the results of the two formfinding
procedures, namely by a hanging model concept, here verified by a large deformation
analysis of a membrane under dead load and by shape optimization for one load case
and as a compromise for three load cases, are compared [11].
Figure 17 shows the principal bending moments and membrane forces for tension
and compression together with the respective shapes. It can be seen that the hanging
membrane results in substantial tension and bending; on the other hand structural
optimization leads to a not so smooth design including a hidden stiffener close to the
concentrated support; for more details see [11]. The same procedure has been applied
to the tennis hall, again designed by H. Isler using a hanging model experiment. In
Figure 18 the real structure and the optimization result is compared.
Structural optimization allows a lot of design freedom and it is apparent that the
final result heavily depends on the chosen objective(s) and constraints. To underline
this variability a parabolic shell roof, simply supported under uniform dead load, is
investigated by multicriteria optimization, Figure 19 [12]. The geometrical shape is
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Figure 17. Formfinding of 4--point supported shell

Figure 18. Tennis hall by H. Isler -- real structure and optimization result

controlled by only two variables s1 and s2 as the amplitudes of the parabolic generators. Two objectives, namely flexibility (stiffness) and stress leveling (homogeneous
stress state with target value σ) are competing leading to the Edgeworth--Pareto
boundary a--b--c. The investigation starts with an initial design as cylindrical roof here
used as a reference solution with values einitial and Δinitial. In Figure 19 a denotes the
resulting shape with a balanced stress state, c is the stiffest shell with a lot of curvature and b is a compromise. The results demonstrate the enormous range of the design
freedom, already in this elementary case.
Optimization is known as a generator of additional sensitivities with respect to
non--considered parameters. The problem is demonstrated by the following example of
a four--point supported shell structure under dead load where the critical buckling load
obtained by a geometrically nonlinear analysis is maximized for a given mass by form
and thickness optimization (Figure 20 [13]). The first analysis is based on the opti-
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Figure 19. Multicriteria optimization for formfinding of parabolic shell roof
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Figure 20. Optimization as generator of sensitivity

mization for the perfect structure leading to a buckling load factor of λc = 84.3.
Typically, applying different initial geometrical imperfections, the buckling load
knocks down to 54.3 showing a substantial sensitivity. If on the other side the opti-
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mization is based on the imperfect structure (including a geometrical deviation related
to the first eigenmode) the failure load factor of λc = 83.1 for the optimized structure
is only slightly reduced to 74.0 by other imperfections. Figure 20 also shows the
shape and thickness variation in two cross sections for the described two variants of
optimization. As a conclusion of this study it can be emphasized that optimization
should be always based on a model which includes already potential imperfections.
3.2.3. Membrane structures
Membrane roofs, e.g. manufactured by coated fabric, are as pure tension structures
extremely light and in general need a minimum prestress to withstand the occurrence
of flutter. It is a common design objective to introduce this prestress during the erection procedure; thus a distinct cutting pattern leads to the final shape where in the
optimal case a homogeneous stress state (prestress) originates. This uniform stress
state can be easily obtained by a soap bubble experiment where boundary conditions,
even using flexible strings, are prescribed and the soap film automatically occupies
the corresponding shape (see Figure 21). It is well known that the homogeneous stress

Figure 21. Soap film experiment by Frei Otto

state condition is directly related to the determination of a minimal surface or to the
condition of zero (constant for additional pressure load) mean curvature at every point
of the structure. The latter interpretation demonstrates why membrane structures without extra pressure (which would in turn lead to pneumatic systems) always have a
negative Gaussian curvature. Although all three definitions -- homogenous stress state,
minimal surface, zero mean curvature -- yield the same result, we prefer for the formfinding process the mechanical variant, namely based on a prescribed uniform prestress. The principle of virtual work as the weak form of the balance equations
δW ⇒ 0 ⇒ t

 det F (σ ⋅ F

Ω

F⋅S

−T

) : δF dΩ =

 δU p dΓ
Γ

includes the Cauchy stress σ as prescribed target value and is evaluated in the sense of
an inverse analysis where the final geometry is the unknown [14]. F is the deformation gradient, δU the virtual displacement field, p a potential extra external load
and t the thickness. After a FE discretization the resulting set of linear equations for
the unknown components of all nodal position vectors turns out to be singular with
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respect to the inplane degrees--of--freedom. Several remedies have been proposed, for
example dynamic relaxation or using the 2nd Piola--Kirchhoff stress S instead of σ to
approximate the final stress state. In [14], [15] the two expressions with σ and S are
blended introducing a homotopy factor α and identifying both stresses σ = S
α

 det F (σ ⋅ F

−T

) : δF dΩ + (1 − α)

Ω

(F ⋅ S) : δF dΩ = ...

Ω

Driving α during a path following scheme successively close to one gradually yields
the desired shape of the uniformly stressed membrane.
This procedure has been successfully applied to typical membrane structures including the classical example of a catenoid or a cable reinforced inflated bubble
(Figure 22).

Frei Otto

Soap Film Experiment

HP like Tent

Cable Reinforced Inflated Bubble

Catenoid

Figure 22. Membrane structures ([14], [16])

Figure 23 shows the conceptual design of a tent like structure together with the resulting von Mises stress state which turns out to be almost homogeneous.
As a concluding remark for this topic it should be mentioned that it is essential for
the cutting pattern and formfinding process to come as close as possible to this ideal
stress state. A slight deviation may lead to high stress concentrations, in particular in
the vicinity of the concentrated supports, eventually rendering failure of the fabric
material. This again shows the sensitivity with respect to the geometrical shape of
extremely thin shell structures.
3.2.4. Topology optimization
Shell structures are in general already very thin but may be even more trimmed by
topology optimization. Here we focus on the material topology optimization concept
applying its simplest version, namely the SIMP (Solid Isotropic Microstructure with
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von Mises stresses
2.00

2.04
by courtesy of S. Gass, Aich, Germany

Figure 23. Conceptual design of tent--like structures [16]

Penalty for intermediate density) approach [17], in which the density ρ is utilized as
design parameter, here normalized to the value ρ0 of the bulk material leading to the
corresponding Young’s modulus E0 . β is a penalty factor driving the porous solution
more and more to the desired 0--1 condition. This concept is used as a regularization
tool or numerical vehicle eventually leading to a pronounced skeleton structure as
indicated on the left side of Figure 24 for the famous Mitchell structure.
The SIMP approach is applied as a maximum stiffness problem to a four point
supported spherical shell under a concentrated apex load, Figure 25 [18].
Here topology optimization is utilized in an adaptive way based on contour smoothing
and element adaptation in different iteration cycles, for details see [18]. Compared to
a conventional non--adaptive solution where also the low density areas are kept in the
analysis considerable savings in computer time can be obtained.
The concept of material topology optimization can also be exploited for real porous
material like metal foam or the spongiosa in bone structures. Here the porosity can be
taken as real design variables rather than as a simple numerical vehicle. A preliminary
example is shown in Figure 26. Here a rather thick aluminum cylindrical sandwich
shell is investigated by an elastic large deformation analysis. The structure has two
solid surface plates with a porous core with an initial uniform density of 30 percent
of the bulk value which is allowed to vary during stiffness maximization between 20
and 80 percent. The structure represents a hollow vertical beam, clamped at both
sides, loaded by perpendicular load in the center uniformly distributed in hoop direction; one half of the structure has been investigated. The porous material is homogenized using the Gibson/Ashby law. The figure shows the deformed shell with a uniform density, i.e. before the optimization, indicating a kind of global buckling mode
and the density distribution after topology optimization with a rather crude model
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Figure 24. Material topology optimization
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Figure 25. Topology optimization for spherical shell

which might be further refined. It can be observed that the reinforced portion with a
maximum density crosses the buckled area in a steeper angle reducing the tendency
to buckle and increasing the overall stiffness.
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Figure 26. Sandwich with metal foam of varying density

3.2.5. Shape sensitivity
The examples underline the importance of a proper geometrical layout of shell
structures. As optimized structures they are more than other structures sensitive with
respect to their initial geometry and possible deviations. On the other hand once a
problem oriented design has been found their performance can be extremely good.
Structural optimization is an appropriate technique to guide the geometry into such a
condition, provided that the potential sensitivities are taken into account in the computational approach.
3.3. Influence of shell model
3.3.1. Shell formulations
Shell theories and formulations have attracted a lot of attention in the past. It is
essential for the development of a promising shell model to have some insight into the
different discussed shell phenomena. In fact, the development of the first shell theories, for instance in Love’s famous contribution from 1888 [19], was driven by mechanical insight into the load carrying behavior, identifying the two major effects as
membrane and bending action. The ingenious idea of Love and his contemporaries
was the reduction of the three--dimensional problem to two dimensions, i.e. the description of a surface deformation rather than that of a body. Although this theory is
still useful for many problems, today new technologies and advanced requirements
often ask for refined formulations, gradually stepping back into the third dimension in
order to capture effects that can not be realized by classical surface models.
Typical cases for such requirements are the application of materials with sophisticated behavior, material heterogeneities, anisotropy, dynamic effects (this was Mindlin’s motivation for his shear deformable plate theory!), the need to model folds and
kinks, thickness changes in large strain problems, load inflow, support boundary layers
or warping of the cross section and the application of advanced materials and designs,
like layered composite shells.
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Shell models are most often distinguished via the assumptions taken for the across-the--thickness mechanical behavior, in particular what the kinematics of the shell director is concerned. Roughly speaking, one can classify these formulations into
single-- and multi--layer models (Figure 27). These may be low order formulations
Single-- Layer

7-- parameter
formulation

Multi-- Layer
K/L
3-- p

3D
extension

R/M
5-- p

low
order

thickness
change (6-- p)
linear
thickness
stretch (7-- p)

zig-- zag
extension

”p-- version”
”h-- version”
through-- thickness discretization

higher
order

Figure 27. Hierarchy of shell models: through--thickness kinematics

based on the Kirchhoff--Love (K/L) assumption (3--parameter formulation) or using
Reissner--Mindlin (R/M) kinematics (5--parameter formulation) allowing for transverse
shear deformations. These models may be further enhanced by zig--zag modes when
layers with large differences in material properties are present. Higher order representations lead us either to a more refined kinematic description of the director (”p-version” in thickness direction) or to a multilayer model where each layer has its own
kinematics (”h--version” in thickness direction). These higher order models are most
often 3--dimensional formulations utilizing the complete set of stresses and strains, or
to be more specific, they include also the normal stresses and strains in thickness
direction, although they might still be formulated in the sense of a shell where the
mechanical behavior is mapped onto a reference surface leading to a dimensional
reduction.
3.3.2. Low order consistent shell model: 7--parameter formulation
Here we want to concentrate on a low order model which is a first “step into the
third dimension”, the so--called 7--parameter formulations [20, 21]. For this it suggests
itself to extend a model with the straightness assumption (R/M kinematics) including
the thickness change. This so--called 6--parameter formulation uses in addition to the
three midplane displacements either two rotations and the thickness stretch or three
difference displacements; from the mechanical content point of view the formulation
is equivalent to a solid shell model using a linear displacement field across the thickness with two nodes on either surface of the thin--walled structure. This version has
a distinct defect: In elasticity the normal thickness stress σ33 is linear in the thickness
coordinate θ3, however the normal strain ε33 is only constant in θ3 which is
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Figure 28. Consistent 7--parameter shell model

energetically inconsistent or incomplete and leads to a too stiff solution also called
thickness locking.
A remedy of this defect is again to balance σ33 and ε33. Either σ33 is reduced to
a constant function which is not the intention of a fully 3--dimensional solution or to
enhance ε33 by a linear term leading to a 7th parameter. This in turn is managed either
by a quadratic field for the transversal displacement (adding an extra midside node)
or directly introducing the linear thickness stretch by the enhanced assumed strain
concept [21]. In both cases the formulation is not only energetically consistent, it is
also the lowest possible model which is asymptotically correct when arbitrary three-dimensional material laws are applied without modification. This has been proven
analytically for plates in [22]. It means that the difference between the three--dimensional continuum solution and the solution of the respective model vanishes when the
thickness goes to zero. Numerical asymptotic analyses of different low order models
are presented in Figure 29 and Figure 30. Both figures show linear analyses of a cylinder under equilibrated uniform loads. Different boundary conditions result in a membrane dominated case (Figure 29) and in a bending dominated case (Figure 30), respectively. The defect of the inconsistent 6--parameter model can be clearly seen: It is
not asymptotically correct.
The inconsistency is even more pronounced for the analysis of a thick cylinder
under a line load for large strain plasticity [24]. The 6--parameter formulation completely deviates from the 7--parameter solution, shown in the load displacement diagram, Figure 31. The difference between the results of 7--parameter formulation and
3--dimensional solution can be attributed to a slightly different constitutive law.
3.3.3. Balanced mechanical and numerical model
The built--in sensitivity of shell structures carries also over to the related formulation. It has been seen that a model has to be consistent or balanced to be asymptotically correct and not showing any severe defects. This question is naturally connected
to the consistency of the numerical model, e.g. the applied finite elements. The multitude of mechanisms combined in shell structures appear also in a large variety of
possible locking phenomena when non--balanced trial functions are utilized in low
order elements. These may be in--plane or transverse shear locking, volumetric lock-
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Figure 29. Numerical asymptotic analysis for membrane dominated case [23]
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Figure 30. Numerical asymptotic analyses for bending dominated case [23]

ing, membrane locking, Poisson and curvature thickness locking. Since these “sensitivities” and their remedies are beyond the scope of this study we want to refer to the
literature, e.g. [25], [20], [26]. It should be obvious from the hitherto discussion that
these model challenges do not depend on whether a shell formulation or a continuum
formulation is used. It are the physical particularities of shell structures that carry over
to any numerical model.
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Figure 31. Cylinder with large strain plasticity [24]

3.4. Influence of material response
3.4.1. Interaction of the nonlinearities
It is obvious that the evolution of the nonlinear material response has a strong
impact on the overall structural behavior. For thin--walled structures this is in particular pronounced since the two main nonlinearities, material and geometrical, interact in
a sophisticated way. In most cases, but not always, they exert a negative influence on
each other for the structural response: Reducing the stiffness by cracking, plastification, damage, delamination etc. yields larger deformations which in turn increase the
stress situation. This important interaction which could be a topic of an own investigation is demonstrated only by a few examples in the present study.
3.4.2. Selected examples
Let us first look at the famous Scordelis--Lo roof shell often used as benchmark for
numerical studies. Here the cylindrical panel, shown in Figure 32, under dead load (q
= 4.0 ¡ 10--3 N/mm2) having two free edges and a diaphragm support at the curved
boundaries is investigated by an elasto--plastic finite deformation analysis. Ideal plasticity with material data according to E = 2.1 ¡ 104 N/mm2, ν = 0.0, σy = 4.2 N/mm2
is assumed and the geometry is given as L = 15200 mm, h = 76 mm and R = 7600
mm. The figure shows the responses of three different computations. The first one
goes back to Peric et al. [27] applying small strain plasticity and showing a rapid
failure once the peak load is reached. The study has been repeated by Roehl and
Ramm [24] using a 5--parameter Reissner/Mindlin type of shell formulation, postpon-
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Figure 32. Scordelis--Lo roof: v. Mises plasticity

ing the post--critical failure to a larger mid point displacement of the free edge. Finally, in [24] the above described 7--parameter formulation is applied in connection
with large strain multiplicative plasticity. This solution has also been verified in [24]
by a 3--dimensional continuum model. From Figure 32 it can be observed that not
only the load displacement responses are different but also the failure modes in all
three cases ranging from a hinge mechanism to a one or two kink failure mode,
respectively. These differences could be in the first instance only attributed to the
differences of the respective formulations, however, they are mainly the result of an
extreme parameter sensitivity in the failure range of the underlying mechanical problem.
The roof shell (now with a dead load of q = 1.0 kN/m2) is also used to demonstrate
the influence of the different nonlinear effects, here in the context of an anisotropic
hardening plasticity model that has been developed for metal matrix composites. Details of the formulation, which is based on [28], and the presented numerical example
including the data can be found in [29], [30], [31]. The model utilizes the orthotropic
Hoffman yield function in the framework of small strain plasticity theory. With the
help of a special definition of the equivalent strain vector it is possible to prescribe for
each stress component its own equivalent stress--strain relationship including a distinction of the cases tension and compression. The model applies 9 initial yield stresses
with corresponding 9 hardening parameters. We will restrict our solution to three
different cases of hardening where only special directions are subjected to hardening
while others behave ideally plastic. In this case a multilayer formulation with 8 layers
across the thickness has been applied with a total of 27 degrees--of--freedom for each
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node; only one quarter of the structure was discretized by 4x4 eight--noded shell elements. Again the shell is loaded by dead load and the vertical displacement v of
point A is monitored. The left diagram in Figure 33 shows the influence of the harden(a)
load
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Figure 33. Scordelis--Lo roof: anisotropic plasticity;
(a) influence of material nonlinearity; (b) influence of geometrical nonlinearity.

ing. This first analysis is based on linear kinematics. The figure depicts also the results of Hashagen [28] for comparison. If the tensile and compression strengths in the
longitudinal directions is subjected to hardening (case 1) the response leads to the
largest stiffness compared to the hardening in the circumferential direction (case 2).
Case 3 represents the situation without any hardening. This last study is repeated
including nonlinear kinematics, thus showing the stiffening influence due to an increasing membrane effect. This result of a multilayer small strain analysis is compared
to the result obtained by a three--dimensional large strain formulation. This example
again demonstrates that a specific structure oriented layout of the design is necessary
to get the most out of the used material.
Shells are in particular suited for a laminar set--up since it allows to exploit a
favorable response in different directions. This becomes apparent for the tube with an
angle ply laminate of four layers, Figure 34. The structure has two head plates at the
ends and is exposed to internal pressure. It is idealized by a four--layer model and
investigated using ideal plasticity. Depending on the fiber angle φ completely different
responses for the radial and longitudinal displacements can be obtained, as indicated
in Figure 34. Details can be found in [29].
3.4.3. Material -- structure interaction
The few examples have already pointed out the enormous influence of the material
behavior on the structural response. Material failure and large deformations usually
interdepend in a negative effect. In few cases when the structure either frees itself
from unnecessary constraints by stress relief through material failure or deforms into
a new stabilized configuration the situation might be different. As an example we like
to mention classical masonry vault structures which got rid of forces caused by
built--in constraints and moved into an equilibrium state being stable since centuries.
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On the other hand there are many cases where this ideal situation did not happen and
shell structures were damaged or even failed.
3.5. Influence of extreme stiffness differences
3.5.1. Stiffness range
Due to their extreme slenderness huge differences between in--plane and out--of-plane stiffnesses are inherent in shell structures. This can be experienced already by
stretching and bending a sheet of paper. The situation is even more pronounced if also
the through--the--thickness stiffness is taken into consideration. It should be pointed
out once more that these big differences are present in the real structure and not just
a defect of a specific formulation; they can only be avoided or reduced if certain
effects like the thickness stretch are not included in the respective mechanical model.
The enormous stiffness range results in distinct undesired consequences during the
solution procedure which will be discussed next.
3.5.2. Bad conditioning
In order to elucidate the specific situation let us look at the eigenvalue spectrum of
a thin plane shell (plate) structure, simply supported on two sides, depicted in
Figure 35.
For the displayed discretization the diagram shows the spectrum for the 7--parameter model ranging from the bending and membrane modes via the transverse shear
modes to the thickness change as the outcome of an extremely high stiffness. A corresponding three--dimensional continuum solution almost coincides with that of the
7--parameter model. In addition, the spectrum for the classical Reissner/Mindlin type
of model (5--parameter) is also given. The condition number for the three--dimensional
shell model and the continuum model is approximately 3.8 x 108 while for the classical shell it is only 2.7 x 104. It is apparent that something has to be done when it
comes to iterative solvers and (explicit) time integration schemes.
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Figure 35. Eigenvalue spectra for different shell formulations and
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The first step if three--dimensional effects are to be included in the formulation is
to close the spectral gap between the 7--parameter formulation and the classical model.
One possibility to at least get rid of this further deterioration of the condition number
(Figure 35) at almost no extra cost is to apply the “Scaled Director Conditioning
(SDC)” concept that was introduced in [32]. SDC is based on mechanical insight into
the problem and simply uses a scaling argument of the shell director (Figure 36) in
order to balance in--plane and out--of--plane element dimensions during the solution
phase. Since this scaling is done in the sense of a preconditioner it does not change
the solution and could be termed a physically motivated preconditioner. As can be
seen from the result in Figure 36, SDC is able to avoid the further condition deterioration effect if the third dimension is included. SDC closes the spectral gap between the
5-- and the 7--parameter models despite the fact that a substantial conditioning problem
still remains. This ill--conditioning and its impact on iterative solvers is still a matter
of discussion in the literature [33], [34]. Here the multigrid concept is a promising
scheme in which the long range modes including a great deal of rigid body movements are solved on a coarse grid iteratively enhanced by the short range modes
obtained on fine grids. The concept automatically addresses the different stiffnesses
only in those solution phases when they are relevant.
3.5.3. Structural dynamics
It is typical for thin shell structures with low or no physical damping that high
modes are activated during the solution. These modes need a high resolution and may
in certain cases be the cause for a deterioration of the time stepping scheme. The topic
has been addressed in the last years in the context of so--called energy and momentum
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conserving time stepping schemes, see [35], from which also the following example
of a flying flexible ruler is taken, Figure 37. For the data see [35], [36]. Two time--in-
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Figure 37. Structural dynamics

tegration methods are investigated, the Generalized--alpha method [37] and the Generalized Energy Momentum Method (EMM) [36]. In both cases on purpose no means
have been taken to suppress high modes by extra numerical damping. In Figure 37 the
deformed and displaced structure is shown at different times; the figure also displays
the evolution of the accelerations of a point of the reference surface and the related
difference--vector, the latter being a symbol for the high modes. We recognize the
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complete failure of the Generalized--alpha method; for the Generalized EMM only the
difference vector accelerations blow up after a short period indicating that controlled
numerical damping for the higher modes is necessary, as it is done for example in the
elegant procedure which has been recently proposed by Armero & Romero [38].
Without further discussion we only want to mention that the existence of three--dimensional effects with their extremely large stiffnesses apparently reduces the length
of the critical time step for explicit time--integration schemes. It turned out that the
above mentioned SDC approach is also very beneficial in this context.
3.5.4. The stiffness trap
The large differences of stiffness in shell structures can only be reduced to a certain
extent if higher order effects (like the thickness change) are not considered in the
mechanical model. Even then a considerable range of stiffnesses remains inherent in
the bending and membrane effects. The resulting bad conditioning is still a great
challenge for iterative equation solvers, in explicit time--integration and for time stepping schemes where energy and momentum conservation on the one hand and controlled numerical dissipation on the other hand are primary objectives.
3.6. Influence of imperfections in highly dynamic processes
3.6.1. Small cause - big effect [”Big oaks from little acorns grow”]
It has already been discussed in previous chapters that shells can be extremely
sensitive with respect to slight deviation of its ideal parameters like its initial geometry, loading, boundary conditions etc.; this is in particular the case when the structure
tends to a buckling failure. Maybe an opposite view on the problem is even more
realistic and meaningful, namely to look upon the imperfect shell as the “initial”
structure so that each tendency to be perfect leads to unrealistically high failure loads.
In other words, the more realism is taken into account like geometrical imperfections,
material nonlinearities, unsymmetrical loading, edge effects which cause bending etc.,
the less prone the shell is to fail by a sudden “brittle” buckling phenomenon. Here we
want to discuss this sensitivity exemplarily on two different buckling problems: The
first one demonstrates the distinct influence of loading conditions. The second example is a typical “explosive” buckling phenomenon which even caused catastrophic
failures of conical water tanks in the past.
3.6.2. Blistering of very thin films
The folding and blistering of thin films has attracted recently some attention due to
a number of novel applications for micro fabricated thin--film diaphragms used for
example in MEMS technology. These films can be extremely thin with radius to
thickness ratios of up to 5000. Our study has been inspired by the interesting experimental observations in [39], from which we have adopted also the following example,
Figure 38.
A solid block of substrate carries a thin film on one side which is delaminated in
a circular area with a radius to thickness ratio of 475. The block is exposed to two
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Figure 38. Blistering of thin films -- model and loading conditions

different uniform load cases, an isotropic one and a unidirectional, i.e. anisotropic
load. One may argue that shells like these thin films could be tackled by pure membrane analysis; however, the resulting folding pattern represents a kind of buckling
phenomenon and therefore asks for a complete bending analysis. Here we apply the
above mentioned 7--parameter formulation for arbitrarily large deformations, including
all three--dimensional effects, which on purpose served as a specific challenge in such
an extreme slenderness regime. Of course a Kirchhoff/Love type of shell model with
nonlinear kinematics would be sufficient in the present analysis. Although the selected
case had a rather mild slenderness, compared to even thinner films, the dynamic finite
element analysis was pretty demanding. It should be mentioned that in [39] sophisticated analytical solutions imitating the folding pattern were quite successful. The
completely different behavior of diaphragms under anisotropic and isotropic compression, respectively, was stated and experimentally verified in [39]. While the folding
pattern exclusively depends on the (boundary) shape of the diaphragm in the isotropic
case, being independent of D/h and of the strain, it depends on D/h and on the strain
in the anisotropic case regardless of the shape. In other words the anisotropic compression of diaphragms leads to microstructures, i.e. fine folding patterns which lack
a length scale associated with the boundary conditions as opposite to the isotropically
compressed case. In our simulation we used a smooth circular boundary for both
loading situations. Figure 39 shows a series of deformation patterns at different times
(loads) and confirms the randomness of the resulting buckling mode as indicated also
by the experimental results [39] (Figure 39, right).
In contrast to this result the anisotropic load yields a distinct deformation pattern
which initiates at the boundary by several small folds leading to a few longitudinal
buckles in the center (Figure 40). As stated in [39] these are independent of the
boundary geometry and merely depend on the slenderness. Again experimental results
from [39] are shown for comparison (Figure 40, right).
The example again demonstrates the considerable influence of important parameters on the response of thin--walled structures. While the anisotropic case results in a
unique pattern the isotropic (symmetry in loading!) situation is completely random;
slight changes in the parameter set lead to a totally different response. In addition, one
of the main challenges here is the needed discretization refinement to capture the real
folding pattern. A similar area of interest is the computation of wrinkle amplitudes of
high accuracy membrane structures used in space missions. Respective analytical and
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Figure 39. Bilstering of thin film -- isotropic load case

numerical studies on a very thin (length to thickness ratio around 15.000) sheared
membrane can e.g. be found in [40].
3.6.3. Liquid filled conical shells
In 1972 a conical shaped steel water reservoir collapsed by sudden buckling. At
that time people were not aware of this possibility because it was assumed that the
hoop tension prevents the shell to buckle. Furthermore, no codes did refer to such a
loading case. It was the starting point of many numerical and experimental studies
[41], [42]. Unfortunately, despite these investigations another water tower of similar
kind failed in Fredericton, Canada, in 1990 [42]. Figure 41 shows the collapsed structure in Belgium and the tower in Canada with a visible dimple before failure; in
addition the main dimensions of the two structures are given.
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Figure 40. Bilstering of thin film -- anisotropic load case

The loading situation for liquid filled conical shells is explained in Figure 42, in
which also a small scale specimen which buckled in the elastic range is shown. The
buckling process is triggered at the lower edge where high compressive meridional
forces interact with tension hoop stresses. It has to be kept in mind that the real metal
shells buckled in the elasto--plastic regime, here with a reduced yield limit due to the
tension/compression (shear) stress state. The real loading condition is the increasing
hydrostatic pressure due to the raising water level. Often, in particular for static analyses, this load is approximated by assuming a constant load level and increasing the
density γ as the load controlling parameter. This concept is used for the simulation of
the following steel specimen, experimentally investigated by Vandepitte et al. [41]. In
order to get the necessary hydrostatic pressure in the experiment a second slightly
smaller conical shell is placed inside the specimen allowing for a small gap which
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Figure 41. Collapse of water towers [42], [43]
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Figure 42. Buckling of liquid filled conical shells -- problem definition and buckled specimen

could be filled by mercury with a high density, eventually leading to the desired
buckling of metal shells, see Figure 43.
From the entire set of experiments in [41] the shell F 278 SAD has been selected
and analyzed by a static geometrically nonlinear, a materially nonlinear (elasto--plasticity) analysis and a combination of both nonlinearities [45]. The data of the steel
specimen are as follows: wall thickness 0.5843 mm, Young’s modulus E = 191245.3
N/mm2 and σy = 333 N/mm2. Since the experimental data were known the level of
the liquid when the buckling occurred could be chosen as fixed, and the density was
increased. Also the maximum imperfection amplitude of 0.22 percent of the wall
thickness was introduced in an additional simulation assuming an imperfection shape
taken from the lowest buckling mode. In Figure 43 a load--deflection diagram is
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Figure 43. Buckling of liquid filled conical shell:
experiment [41] and simulation [45].

given, where the density normalized to that of the mercury is plotted versus the vertical displacement of the upper edge referred to the wall thickness. From the diagram
the following conclusions can be drawn: Including only one kind of nonlinearity does
not give a realistic picture; only their combination results in the typical bifurcation
failure indicated by a decreasing load in the post--buckling regime. Since the geometrical imperfections were very low their influence in the analysis is rather small. The
final failure load (density) in the imperfect, elasto--plastic, large deformation analysis
comes very close to the experimental value γanalysis / γexp ¶ 1.
In a second analysis the buckling process is simulated as a dynamic process. Here
a small scale conical shell, made of a film of Mylar--like material (E = 1.727 ¡ 106
kN/m2, ν = 0.4, ρ = 1108 kg/m3), with a height of 34.6 cm, radii at the top of 25 cm
and at the bottom of 5 cm and a wall thickness of 0.0125 cm is investigated by a
dynamic analysis. The FE mesh density is increased at the lower edge where the
buckling is supposed to happen. The parallel computation of this example used 8600
4--node shell elements based on the 7--parameter formulation. Starting from an empty
structure the shell is continuously filled with water in the simulation. At a water level
of approximately 32 cm the first buckling pattern having an elongated rhomboid like
shape emerges. After this an extremely fast deformation process develops which needs
a distinct time step adaptation from 0.04 sec to 0.002 sec.
In order to compare the numerical results qualitatively a conceptual experiment was
performed afterwards, Figure 44. The buckling process was monitored by a high speed
camera with about 500 pictures/sec. The emerging deformation pattern during the
rapid buckling process can be seen in the temporal and spatial zoom into the buckling
phase and region in Figure 45 from the outside and in Figure 46 from the inside,
respectively. The pictures show different snapshots of the process on the left side from
the analysis and on the right side from the experiment.
Some of the challenges associated with this problem are: to grasp the different time
scales associated with the deformation process, to adequately reproduce the rapid
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Figure 44. Buckling of liquid filled conical shell -- small scale experiment.

change of load carrying mechanism, the needed size of the numerical model and, last
but not least, to find a realistic loading model for the raising water level.
3.6.4. Fast transient processes
The two examples demonstrate that it is of limited value and sometimes even impossible to verify problems by static simulation which are in reality fast transient
processes. This again confirms the often made experience that the simulation model
should be as close as possible to the real process. In the present case of buckling it
is well known that often an innumerous number of static equilibrium paths exists in
the post--buckling range. It is a hopeless undertaking to find a unique way through this
jungle via static analyses utilizing branch--switching and path--following schemes. A
dynamic analysis automatically finds a unique way in this range although still being
sensitive to a change of the given set of parameters. For the case of shells a particular
challenge is involved, namely the fast transient membrane - bending interplay.
3.7. Influence of low mass/stiffness ratio in fluid--structure interaction and
multifield modeling aspects
3.7.1. Interaction of different partners
One prominent representative of multiphysics problems in which different physical
fields interact is fluid--structure interaction. Some of the most interesting classes of
this category involve thin structures, because in such circumstances the interaction
between the flow and the large structural deformations is especially pronounced. Examples are aircrafts, parachutes, ships and submarine hulls, airbags and a large variety
of problems in biomechanics. In other words, shells are in the heart of the most
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Figure 45. Buckling of liquid filled conical shell:
buckling process simulation (left) vs. experiment (right); outside view.

Figure 46. Buckling of liquid filled conical shell:
buckling process simulation (left) vs. experiment (right); inside view.

interesting fluid - structure interaction problems and again they ask for a special
treatment in the computational environment.
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One special challenge associated with fluid - structure interaction problems when
thin shells and incompressible flows are involved is associated with partitioned analysis schemes. It has been found that so--called weak coupling or sequential staggered
partitioned analysis schemes may show instabilities along with systems having a small
structural mass to stiffness ratio. Such situations quite frequently show up along with
shell structures that being very thin have a low mass but may have a high stiffness as
has been described earlier in this paper. This effect could be called “artificial added
mass” effect since the error in the interface kinematics acts like an additional fluid
mass to the structure. In order to guarantee stable solutions for partitioned analysis of
this kind of coupled problems we recently introduced some new strong coupling
schemes with steepest descent and Aitken convergence acceleration strategies. Details
on our approaches in this context can be found e.g. in [46], [47], [48] and [49].
3.7.2. Fluid -- shell interaction
Vortex induced vibration of thin structure
The following numerical example was presented already in [50], [46] and became
in the meantime a kind of benchmark for the interaction of the vortex evolution in the
fluid and the initiation of the movement and subsequent vibration of the flexible
structure. A sketch of the problem is given in Figure 47.
slip--bc

Fluid
(Re¶330)

noslip--bc
1.0

0.035

Flexible
structure

1.0

12.0

y

zoom domain for
following figures

x

4.0

5.5

14.0
slip--bc

Figure 47. Flexible structure in laminar flow

The two--dimensional laminar flow in x--direction passes a blunt rigid square solid
and hits the slender elastic beam--like structure. The original benchmark had inflow
boundary conditions on the left side. Since a preliminary experimental study, in which
apparently the flow was primarily controlled by additional suction from the right side,
did not show any excitation of the beam, the numerical analysis was repeated for the
other limiting case, driving the flow only from the right side, i.e. prescribing the
outflow conditions.
Figure 48 displays several snapshots at selected times of a zoom around the structure (zoom domain see Figure 47), indicating the starting movement on the horizontal
velocity. In this figure the case with prescribed inflow conditions is given. It is clearly
seen that the inflow case starts to develop vortices that separate and that excite the
beam after a short time, in turn, influencing the flow situation. On the other hand the
prescribed outflow does not at all stimulate the structure to vibrate; in other words,
the suction “pulls the beam back” into position and prevents it from any movement.
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Initial phase (every 30st step from step 0 to 90)

Start of vortex shedding phase (every 2nd step from step 108 to 122)

Oscillation phase (every step from step 238 to 249)

Figure 48. Vortex induced vibration of flexible structure -- prescribed inflow case

This difference should be indicated by simply comparing the simulation results of the
two different cases for the same point in time in Figure 49. Please note that the whole
input was identical except the only difference being prescribed inflow for the left
result and prescribed outflow for the right case, respectively.
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Figure 49. Vortex induced vibration of flexible structure -- comparison prescribed inflow case
vs. prescribed outflow case

The example shows the considerable sensitivity of a fluid - structure interaction
problem with respect to slight parameter modifications.
Flow over rigid and flexible bump
Thin shell structures may lead to dramatic differences in the response of a fluid
flow because they tend to large deformations including bifurcation and snap--through.
This is demonstrated in the following numerical example of a channel flow over a
bump. The data are given in Figure 50 where, due to the symmetry, only one half of
Fluid
(Re¶60)

0.07

0.3

u

shell (R/h = 260 and 360)
0.75

1.0

u

0.5

u

1.0

1.0

smooth start

t

rapid start

t

Figure 50. Flow over bump

the two--dimensional channel is displayed. Applying an instationary solver for the
transient period we are interested in the final stationary solution. Two different models
for the inflow are investigated, a rather smooth and a rapid start. Both models are
frequently used in pure CFD problems and only differ in the duration to reaching the
stationary solution. At first, the shallow bump is assumed to be rigid, i.e. it is a pure
CFD example. Figure 51 indicates that the final stationary solution in the two different
loading situations is the same although the initial fluid dynamics naturally differs.
Next, the rigid bump is replaced by a flexible spherical shell with a radius to
thickness ratio of 260. Now the result is completely different. While the smooth start
essentially yields the same answer as above, the rapid start with sudden pressure
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step 0

step 15

step 30

step 50

Figure 51. Flow over rigid bump (left: smooth start, right: rapid start)

signal causes the thin shell to snap through and apparently changes the overall stationary flow solution, Figure 52. The example shows clearly that the modeling of the real
step 5

step 15

step 35

step 55

step 75

step 95 ! stationary solution

Figure 52. Flow over flexible bump (left: smooth start, right: rapid start)

physics becomes more crucial than in a single field problem.
In the final investigation the shell is assumed to be even more flexible; i.e. Young’s
modulus is reduced and the radius to thickness ratio is increased to 360. In this case
both inflow conditions cause the shell to buckle but eventually yield the same stationary solution. The differences in the transient phase and the same stationary solution
(that is only very slowly approached, i.e. after step 300, in the rapid start case) can
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be seen in Figure 53. As a side remark it needs to be said that this analysis turned out
step 10

step 40

step 100

step 300

Figure 53. Flow over very flexible bump (left: smooth start, right: rapid start)

to be numerically very sensitive. Compared to the strong coupling of the partitioned
analysis the sequential staggered solution led to an instability and blowed up before
the final stationary solution was found. This effect has already been mentioned in
Chapter 3.7.1.
Snap through of gasket
The distinct interaction of incompressible flow and shells is addressed with this
three--dimensional numerical example of a machine part, Figure 54. The axisymmetric
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boundary
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Figure 54. Gasket with spherical shell (exploded isometric view and cross section)

gasket has a rigid, maybe moving inner solid cylinder and a fixed outside casing
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allowing an inflow in the center at the top and an outflow to the sides of the structure.
At the bottom the gasket is closed by a thin, elastic spherical shell cap which is for
the purpose of visualization pulled out in the left picture of Figure 54. It turned out
that the shell snaps through by buckling under the impact of the fluid pressure. Although the three dimensionality of the simulation allows a non--symmetric buckling
mode the final deformation mode was, except for a few perturbations, primarily axisymmetric; this was also the case when geometrical imperfections were superimposed
to the initial geometry. This means that the fluid had a regularizing effect on the thin
shell which is as a stand alone system known as extremely imperfection sensitive with
a tendency to a non--axisymmetric failure mode. Overall the buckling process, shown
in Figure 55 and Figure 56, was regularized by the viscous damping effect and the
inertia of the fluid which had to follow the snap--through deformation of the shell.
3.7.3. Fluid - structure interaction > fluid + structure
The involvement of different partners in a multifield environment with their specific physical characteristics makes clear that the coupling brings in a new dimension
compared to the participating single fields. This interaction may sensitize but also
regularize the entire process. It is absolutely necessary for the comprehension of the
numerical model and the interpretation of the simulation results to understand the real
physical phenomena. We cannot expect that in a parameter sensitive problem so-called robust numerical schemes for the individual fields automatically will suffice for
the coupled problem. Insofar fluid--structure interaction, in particular involving thin
shells, is much more than just adding up fluid and structures. This holds for the
physical behavior, the mechanical models as well as numerical solution schemes.

4. CONCLUSION
Shells are optimized structures. Their curvature is exploited in nature and technology whenever a (relative to the thickness) large span and/or a high load carrying
capacity are required. Since they are thin the design has to strive that the construction
material is used in an optimal way or that all fibers are equally stressed; in other
words the shell should be primarily in a membrane state and bending should be
avoided as far as possible, unless the deformability based on pure bending and inextensible deformations is asked for. This anisotropy between in--plane and out--of--plane
actions is an enormous challenge for mechanical modeling and numerical simulation
of shell structures.
It is well known that optimized structures like shells may be extremely parameter
sensitive. This physical sensitivity of course is carried over to the computational
model. Mechanically sensitive problems will be and need to be also numerically sensitive; on the other hand numerical sensitivity can be but need not be an indication for
parameter sensitivity in reality. Consequently, it is of utmost importance to know
about this interdependency. This is what is meant by “Sensitive Interrelation between
Physics and Numerics”.
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Figure 55. Snap--through of gasket (view from below with pressure)
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Figure 56. Snap--through of gasket -- stream tubes and pressure
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